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Positivity towards ways of travelling

74%

Car/van as
driver

72%

25%

Car/van as
passenger

Car sharing/
pooling

30%
Train

26%

Bus, minibus
or coach

Reasons for feeling negatively towards public transport

47%

Concern
over catching
coronavirus/other
illness

42%

Behaviour
of other
passengers

41%

Concern
about
overcrowding

22%

Motorcycle,
scooter or
moped

41%

Concern that social
distancing may not
be in place

29%

39%

Taxi or
minicab

Bicycle

78%

Walking

How to feel safer

27%

Deep-cleaning
of the interiors of
vehicles, stations
and bus stops

Since the Covid-19 restrictions

26%

Limiting the number
of people that can
board the train/
tram/bus

Commuting behaviours

47%

43%

23%

Walking:
for leisure/exercise

Cycling:
for leisure/exercise

28%

18%

Walking: to replace
a journey I would
normally make
another way

Cycling: to replace
a journey I would
normally make
another way

have made a trip to work in
the last seven days

46%
would like to
work more flexibly

The results for Wave 15 are broadly similar to Waves 14. Key differences include:
• Fewer people are travelling into work
• More people said that they already feel safe
whilst using public transport and that nothing
• Fewer would like to work more flexibly going
will make them feel safer whilst using public
forward*
transport
• More people anticipate a decrease in their
commuting journeys once all restrictions are
lifted
* This finding could suggest that they are working as flexibly as they want to now, or potentially could be due
to a larger proportion of the sample working part-time compared to full-time, in comparison to previous waves

84%
expect that virtual meetings
will replace some, or all,
face to face meetings

These results are from 303 survey responses from Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City, undertaken between
10th January and 25th January 2022. Full survey report and results available at www.nestrans.org.uk

